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THE GROUP OF PERMUTATIONS ON 3 LETTERS
AND THE PROPER ROTATIONS OF A
3-DIMENSIONAL ORTHOGONAL FRAI_IE
The ensuing mathematical discussion concerning the group of permu-
tations on 3 letters and the proper rotations of a 3-dimensional orthogonal
Frame is a study of relationships existing between the group of permu-
tations on 3 letter s, _3' and the 6 different elements of the unirnodular group
SL(3) which are products of 3 unimodular elements of the 3! products
formed by permuting the order of the multiplication of these 3 proper
rotation matrices; where MI, M2, and M3 describe rotation of the Frame
_q about the x- y- and z -coordinate axis of 3J Rotation shall not be
constrained to the planes formed by the coordinate axes of 3_. This
condition is equivalent to a choice of angles of rotation in such wise, that
no one of the unimodular elements MI, M2, and Ml is an identity. The
angles 81, 82, and 83 of rotation about the x-, y-, and z-coordinate axis
respectively are elements of the field R# of real numbers. 3_ itself is
enlbedded in a 3-dimensional continuun-..
Consider the set of proper rotation matrices {M1, M2, M3} describing
rotations of an orthogonal Frame 3-5 embedded in a 3-dimensional con-
tinuum about the x-, y-, and z-coordinate axes of 3_, respectively. The
explicit representation of these matrices are
m _ ....
1 0 0 COS 82 0 sin 82 cos8 3 _sin8 3 0 ":
M,= 0 cos81 -sinS, , M2= 0 1 0 , M3--- sin8 3 cos8 3 0
0 sin 81 cos 61 -sin8 7 0 cos 82 0 0 1
These unimodular matrices may of course, b_ multiplied together in 6
different order arrangements to form 6 differentproducts _ to the set
, of permutations on 3 letters.
[ shall let M, "" i, M2 "_ Z, and M3 _ 3, and list the ordering of the 6
multiplications of these matrices as






i 1. MIM_M3 -_ 123 _ crI, 4. M2M3MI _- 231 " 0.4
2. MIM3M2_ 132 _ 0.2' 5. M3MIM2 "_ 312 " 0.5
3. M2MIM3 "" 21 3 "_0."3, 6. Ms M2M1 "_ 3 21 "-"_6
After computation of the corresponding traces of the matrix group
elements, I find that
cos 92 cos 83 + cos 81 cos 82 + cos "_Icos 83 - sin t91sin 82 sin I)3 =¢_ =
tr(MIM2M3)= tr(M2M3MI)- tr(M3.MIM2), and
cos _c2 cos 83 + cos 81 cos 82 + cos 81 cos 83 + sin 81 sin 82 sin 83 =_b+=
t r (MIM3M2)= t r (M2MIM3)-- t r (M3M2MI)
The permutational arrangement of unimodular group products _ to
the trace _,_ _ to a cyclic permutation of letters from left to right; and
the cyclical (or permutational) arrangement of unimodular group pro-
ducts _ to _+ -_ to a cyclic permutation of letters from right to left.
The array of cyclic permutations -. ¢+ may be achieved to by an initial
inversion of Z letters fr'om the array of cyclic permutations "_¢_.
Again, suppose Ilet M1 _ 1, M2_ 2, and Ms'_ 3, and consider the
permutation group of order 3 ! with respect to multiplication, {0.1, 0.2,
0.3 ' or4' Ors' 0.6 ; " }: letting the group elements be expressed as
0.1 = .I _'z = (23), _s = (12), % = (123), _'s = (132), 0.6 = (13).
Then I can arrange the following correspondences,
r
_0.1'°"4' 'Zs) _ tr(MIM2M3)= tr(M2M3M1) = tr(M3MIM2) '-'
{0.2' c_3' c6} "" tr(MIM3M2) = tr(M2M1M3) = tr(M3M2M1) :}
where (1, (123), (132)} _ ¢_ and' {(23), (12), (13)}"-' ,¢: are the i_
sets c_nsisting of permutation elements corresponding to their respective -i
traces. The inverses of the permutation elements may be expressed as ,_
y-
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o.;I = 1, 0-;1 = (32), o.I = (21), :r_1 = (213), o.;1 = (312), o.;I = (31).
(
I can now easily determine the permutation elements in terms of
their inverses as a necessary step prior to formation of a classifying
listof mutually conjugate group elements. Observe that I - I _ o'iI = cI,
(32) -=(23)_ 0-21= 0-2'(21) - (12) _0-31 =_3, (213) - (132) _0-41 =o-s,(312) -
(123) _ c51 = 0-4,and (31) = (13) _0-61 : 0-6"
A listing o/tbe calcMations o/the mutually conjugate group elements o/tbe symmetric
group on 3 letters.
°'_1_1°1 = 0-1 0-110-4o.1 - 0-4
0-_10-2O.1 = 0"2 0"110"50"1 = O"5
0-_10-10"2 .-..0"1 O'21CT4Cr2 = (31)(!23)(23) = (132) = o"s
cr_10-2o.2: 0:2 o._lo.scr_ = (32)(132)(23) = (123) = °'4
Cr210"30-2 = (32)(12)(:23) : (13) = o6 0-_1o.6o-2 = (32)(13)(23)..= (12) = (:7"3
0-_1C'10"3 -- O"1 " o'310-4_3 : (21)(123)(12) = (132) = c"s
0-;10"20" 3 -" (21)(23)(12) = (I3) = 0 6 o.31,.7so3 = (21)(132)(1-'.) = (123) = o4
cr_lo-'3Cr 3 = 0"3 0"310"60"3 = (21)(13)(12) = (23) = O"2
=o., o.;'0-,0-,- 0-,
,::r_10-2o',,' = (213)(23)(123) - (13) = cr"6 0-;,'O'sO-," = (213)(132)(123) = (132) = O"s
0-_I¢...'30-4 = (213)(12)(123) = (23) = 0",, _I0"6Cr4 = (213)(13)(123) = (12) -0" 3
.p
°?to-zo.s = 0-_t _1%0.s = (312)(123)(132) = (123) = 0"4
o'-;lo2o,s - (312)(23)(132) : (12) = °'3 o.slo.so.s = o.S
o.-s10.._o'S= (312)(12)(132) = (13) = o'e o.;lo.6o"s = (312)(13)(132) = (23) = o',,
3
- t'¢,.
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_,lcrlcr6 : c"1 c_;Icr4c_6 : (31)(123)(13) : (132) = o"s
cr;1,:r2cr6 = (31)(23)(13) = (12) = cr3 °'61crscr6= (31)(132)(13) = (123) = o"4
_'61o-3cr6-=(31)(12)(13) : (23) : _2 cr_lcz6cr6= °"6
A listing which consists o/mut,...lly conjugate group elements o[ the sym" etric group
in " letters.
1 : _1 _ Cl = {1}
(23) :_2_C(23) : {(23), (13), (12))
(12) -or 3-,.C(12) : {(12), (13), (23)}
Ii
(123) = o"4 ,,,,C(:t_,:3) .-- {(123), (132)}
(132) : o-s _, C(:t32) = {(132), (i23)}
'" = {(13), (12), (23)}(13) : 0"6 ,,, _(13)
PROPOSIT.ION. If Mx, M2, and M3 are proper rotations of a 3-dimensional
orthogonal Frame 3_ ,where these unimodu]ar elements of the group
SL(3) are multiplied together in.6 different perry;rotationalarrangements,
the e!eme'._tsof which the mutually conjugate classes C I,C(123), and C(132),
consist of are inner automorphisms of the elements of the alternating
group_i3 ; and the automorphisms of C1 , C(123),and C(I_2) , correspond
4
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lto ¢_ where the permutations0., _MIM2M3' 0.4_M2M_M1, and 0.5_ M3MtM2 '
The group {C1, C(n3) , C(t_2), .. } _ _3"
DEMONSTRATION. The permutation symbols could be considered as
products of transpositions. Itis then easy for rileto determine which of
the permutations are elements of the alternating group _3 "
0.1 = (1)(2)(3) = 1 0"4 - (123) = (12)(13x
o-2 = (23) 0.s = (132) = (13)(12) '--
o-3 = (12) o-¢_= (13)
:" {0.1' 0.4' 0.s; "} =C_3_ tr(MIrV2M3) = tr(M2M3M1) = tr(M3M1M2)" Inotherwords,
the alternating group {1, (123), (1-32); • } -_3 "_q_-' With respect to the
group _3' the classes of the mutually conjugate elements are determined
by calculation and correspondence to be:
C1 = {1}
C(123 )= ((123), (132))
C(ln) = {(132), (123)},.
Thus the inner automorphisms = 0.1' = 0.4' and = c_s of the classes of
mutually conjugate elements, CI, C(123),and C(,32)respectively, cor-
respond to _b_= tr(.V,f_2M3) = tr(M2M3M1) = tr(M3MIM2), and the group
{Ct' C(12s) C(132) ; "} _ _s as can be demonstrated by direct calculation.
Q.E.D.
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